The increasing number of applications requiring the solution of large scale singular value problems have rekindled interest in iterative methods for the SVD. Some promising recent advances in large scale iterative methods are still plagued by slow convergence and accuracy limitations for computing smallest singular triplets. Furthermore, their current implementations in MATLAB cannot address the required large problems. Recently, we presented a preconditioned, two-stage method to effectively and accurately compute a small number of extreme singular triplets. In this research, we present a high-performance software, PRIMME SVDS, that implements our hybrid method based on the state-of-the-art eigensolver package PRIMME for both largest and smallest singular values. PRIMME SVDS fills a gap in production level software for computing the partial SVD, especially with preconditioning. The numerical experiments demonstrate its superior performance compared to other state-of-the-art software and its good parallel performance under strong and weak scaling. 1 4
1. Introduction. We consider the problem of finding a small number of extreme singular values and corresponding left and right singular vectors of a large sparse matrix A ∈ R m×n (m ≥ n),
where the singular values are labeled in ascending order, σ 1 ≤ σ 2 ≤ . . . ≤ σ n . The matrices U = [u 1 , . . . , u k ] ∈ R m×k and V = [v 1 , . . . , v k ] ∈ R n×k have orthonormal columns. {σ i , u i , v i } is called a singular triplet of A. The singular triplets corresponding to largest (smallest) singular values are referred as largest (smallest) singular triplets. The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is always possible [12] . The SVD is one of most widely used computational kernel in various scientific and engineering areas. The computation of a few of the largest singular triplets plays a critical role in machine learning for computing a low-rank matrix approximation [43, 46, 8] and the nuclear norm [37] , in data mining for latent semantic indexing [10] , in statistics for principal component analysis [25] , and in signal processing and pattern recognition as an important filtering tool. Calculating a few smallest singular triplets plays an important role in linear algebra applications such as computing pseudospectra, and determining the range, null space, and rank of a matrix [14, 42] , in machine learning for the total least squares problems [13] , and as a general deflation mechanism, e.g., for computing the trace of the matrix inverse [45] .
For large scale problems, memory demands and computational complexity necessitate the use of iterative methods. Over the last two decades, iterative methods for the SVD have been developed [12, 36, 26, 9, 11, 3, 2, 23, 24, 20, 44] to effectively compute a few singular triplets under limited memory. In particular, the computation of the smallest singular triplets presents challenges both to the speed of convergence and to the accuracy of iterative methods, even for problems with moderate conditioning. Many recent research efforts attempt to address this challenge with new or modified iterative methods [3, 2, 23, 24, 20] . These methods still lack the necessary robustness and display irregular or slow convergence in cases of clustered spectra. Most importantly, they are only available in MATLAB research implementations that cannot solve large-scale problems. In our previous work [44] , we presented a hybrid, two-stage method that achieves both efficiency and accuracy for both largest and smallest singular values under limited memory. In addition, the method can take full advantage of preconditioning to significantly accelerate the computation, which is the key towards large-scale SVD computation for certain real-world problems. Our previous results showed substantial improvements in efficiency and robustness over other methods.
With all this algorithmic activity it is surprising that there is a lack of good quality software for computing the partial SVD, especially with preconditioning. SVDPACK [7] and PROPACK [27] can efficiently compute largest singular triplets but they are either single-threaded or only support shared-memory parallel computing. In addition, they are slow and unreliable for computing the smallest singular triplets and cannot directly take advantage of preconditioning. SLEPc offers a more robust implementation of the thick restarted Lanczos bidiagonalization method (LBD) [18] which can be used in both distributed and shared memory environments. SLEPc also offers some limited functionality for computing the partial SVD through its eigensolvers [19] . However, neither approach is tuned for accurate computation of smallest singular triplets, and only the eigensolver approach can use preconditioning which limits the desired accuracy or the practical efficiency of the software. There is a clear need for a high quality, high performance SVD software that addresses the above shortcomings of current software and that provides a flexible interface suitable for both black-box and advanced usage.
In this work we address this need by developing a high quality SVD software, PRIMME SVDS, based on the state-of-the-art package PRIMME (PReconditioned Iterative MultiMethod Eigensolver [40] ). We highlight three main contributions:
• We present the modifications and functionality extensions of PRIMME that are required to implement our two stage PHSVDS method [44] so that it achieves full accuracy and high-performance, for both smallest and largest singular values and with or without preconditioning. • We provide intuitive user interfaces in C, MATLAB, Python, and R for both ordinary and advanced users to fully exploit the power of PRIMME SVDS. We also discuss distributed and shared memory interfaces. • We demonstrate with numerical experiments on large scale matrices that PRIMME SVDS is more efficient and significantly more robust than the two most widely used software packages, PROPACK and SLEPc, even without a preconditioner. We also demonstrate its good parallel scalability. Since this is a software paper, the presentation of our method is given in a more abstract way that relates to the implementation. Further theoretical and algorithmic details can be found in [44] .
2. Related work. The partial SVD problem can be solved as an Hermitian eigenvalue problem or directly using bidiagonalization methods [14] . We introduce these approaches and discuss the resulting state-of-the-art SVD methods. Next, we review the state-of-practice software, both eigensolver and dedicated SVD software.
Approaches and Methods for
Computing SVD Problems. The first approach computes eigenpairs of the normal equations matrix C = A T A ∈ C n×n (or AA T ∈ C m×m if m < n). The eigenpairs of C correspond to the squares of the singular values and the right singular vectors of A, (A T A)V = V diag σ 2 1 , . . . , σ 2 n . If σ i = 0, the corresponding left singular vectors are obtained as u i = 1 σi Av i . Although extreme Hermitian eigenvalue problems can be solved very efficiently, C can be illconditioned. Assume (σ i ,ũ i ,ṽ i ) is a computed singular value triplet corresponding to the exact triplet (σ i , u i , v i ) with residual satisfying Cṽ −ṽσ ≤ A 2 ǫ mach . Then the relative errors satisfy the relations [41] ,
where σ j is the closest singular value to σ i , γ is a constant that depends on the dimensions of A, and ǫ mach is the machine precision. Since all singular values (except the largest σ n ) will lose accuracy, this approach is typically followed by a second stage of iterative refinement of the computed singular triplets either individually [36, 11, 7] or collectively as an initial subspace for an iterative eigensolver [44] . This is especially needed when seeking smallest singular values.
The second approach seeks eigenpairs of the augmented matrix B = [0 A T ; A 0] ∈ C (m+n)×(m+n) . If we decompose U = [U 1 U 2 ] and define the orthonormal matrix
then the eigenvalue decomposition of B corresponds to [12, 14] (2.5)
This approach can compute all singular values accurately, i.e., with residual norm close to O( A ǫ mach ) or relative accuracy O(κ i ǫ mach ). The main disadvantage of this approach is that when seeking the smallest singular values, the eigenvalue problem is a maximally interior one and thus Krylov iterative methods converge slowly and unreliably. The Krylov subspace (C, v 1 ) of dimension l is contained in the subspace
Therefore, an unrestarted Krylov method on B with the proper initial vector and extraction method converges twice slower than that on C [44] . In practice, restarted methods on C can converge much more faster than on B, partly because the Rayleigh-Ritz projection for interior eigenvalues is less efficient due to presence of spurious Ritz values [35] . Harmonic projection [33, 34] and refined projection [22] have been proposed to overcome this difficulty. However, near-optimal restarted methods on C still converge significantly faster [44] .
The Lanczos bidiagonalization (LBD) method [14, 12] addresses the SVD problem directly, with many variants proposed in the last ten years [28, 23, 26, 2, 3, 4, 24] . It is accepted as an accurate and more efficient method for seeking extreme singular triplets since it works on A directly which avoids the numerical problems of squaring.
Starting with p 1 and q 1 initial unit vectors, after l steps the LBD method produces (2.6)
where r l is the residual vector at the step l, e l is the l−th orthocanonical vector, and Q l and P l are orthonormal bases of the Krylov subspaces K l (AA T , q 1 ) and K l (A T A, p 1 ) respectively. Although the latter Krylov space is the same as the one from Lanczos on C, when LBD is restarted the convergence of its singular triplet approximations often exhibit slow, irregular convergence when the smallest singular values are clustered.
To address this problem, harmonic projection [26, 2] , refined projection [23] , and their combinations [24] have been applied to LBD. However, LBD can neither use the locally optimal restarting technique (which is often denoted as +k) [39] , nor make full use of preconditioning. Both techniques become crucial due to the difficulty of the problem even for medium-size matrix. The JDSVD method [20] extends the Jacobi-Davidson method for singular value problems by exploiting the two search spaces of the LBD and the special structure of the augmented matrix B. Let Q and P be the bases of the left and right search spaces. Similarly to LBD, JDSVD computes a singular triplet (θ, c, d) of the projected matrix H = Q T AP (note that H is not bidiagonal) and yields (θ,ũ,ṽ) = (θ, Qc, P d) as an approximate singular triplet. JDSVD expands Q, P with the orthogonalized corrections s and t forũ andṽ, which are obtained by solving the correction equation
where Πṽ = I n −ṽṽ T , Πũ = I m −ũũ T . The JDSVD method can take advantage of preconditioning when solving (2.7) and, since it does not rely on P, Q being Krylov, can use more effective restarting techniques. Because of the two sided projection, it also overcomes the numerical problems of working with C. However, an optimized eigensolver on C will still be faster until the numerical issues arise. The SVDIFP method [30] extends the EIGIFP inner-outer method [15] . Given an approximate right singular vector and its singular value (x i , ρ i ) at the i-th step of the outer method, it builds a Krylov space V = K k (M (C − ρ i I), x i ), where M is a preconditioner for C. To avoid the numerical problems of projecting on C, SVDIFP computes the smallest singular values of AV, by using a two sided projection similarly to the LBD. Because the method focuses only the right singular vector, the left singular vectors can be quite inaccurate.
2.2. Current SVD Software. Given the availability of several SVD algorithms, it is surprising that there is a lack of corresponding good quality software, especially with preconditioning. Table 2 .1 summarizes the state-of-the-art dedicated SVD software. For each software, we show the methods it implements, its programming language, its parallel computing and preconditioning capabilities, whether it can obtain a fully accurate approximation efficiently, and the main interfaces to these libraries.
The top four are high performance libraries, while the rest are MATLAB research codes. SVDPACK [7] and PROPACK [27] implement variants of Lanczos or LBD methods. In addition, PROPACK implements an implicitly restarted LBD method. Both methods work well for computing a few largest, well separated singular values, which in most cases is an easy problem. The computation of smallest singular triplets is not supported in SVDPACK and it is not efficient in PROPACK which only implements the Rayleigh-Ritz projection [24] . In addition, neither library can use preconditioning or support message passing parallelism, although PROPACK does support shared memory multithreading. These are severe limitations for large-scale problems that need to run on supercomputers and that often converge too slowly without preconditioning.
SLEPc offers an LBD method with thick restarting [18] , which has similar algorithmic limitations to PROPACK for computing smallest singular values. In addition, this particular SVD solver cannot be directly used with preconditioning. However, the SLEPc LBD has an efficient parallel implementation.
Despite accuracy limitations, eigenvalue iterative methods based on C are widely used for computing the largest eigenpairs where the loss of accuracy is limited (see (2.1)) and even for low accuracy computations of the smallest singular values. For example, two popular packages in machine learning, scikit-learn 1 and Spark's library MLib 2 , use a wrapper for the popular software ARPACK (implicit restarting Arnoldi method) [29] . However other solvers for standard Hermitian eigenvalue problems can be used. Table 2 .2 lists the most widely used eigensolver libraries with highperformance computing implementations.
Our hybrid PHSVDS method can leverage these eigensolver libraries to solve the partial SVD problem in full accuracy. However, to optimize for efficiency and robustness several modifications and code additions are required that were not all available in previous eigensolvers. For example, Anasazi features a robust, high performance computing implementation but does not provide the near-optimal eigenmethods that are critical for fast convergence. SLEPc relies on PETSc for basic linear algebra kernels with support for various high-performance standards for shared and distributed memory machines and GPU. It also provides the appropriate preconditioned eigensolvers [19] . However, these are not tuned to deal with the high accuracy requirements of the first stage of PHSVDS or the need for refined projection methods for the highly interior problem in the second stage. PRIMME is designed to take advantage of all special properties of the Hermitian eigenvalue problem and therefore is a natural candidate that only required minor extensions, as described later in this paper. The goal is to produce a high quality, general purpose SVD software that can solve large-scale problems with high accuracy, using parallelism and preconditioning, and with as close to a black-box interface as possible.
We mention that in some applications (for example in data mining) the required accuracy is so low or the rank of the matrix is so small that the use of the power method [31] or the block power method (see Randomized PCA in [16] ) is sufficient. These methods cannot be considered general purpose SVD software and thus they are beyond the scope of this paper. 
3. PRIMME SVDS: A High-Performance Preconditioned SVD Software in PRIMME. Our goal is to provide a high quality, state-of-the-art SVD solver software that enables practitioners to solve a variety of large, sparse singular value problems with unprecedented efficiency, robustness, and accuracy. In this section we firstly describe our preconditioned two-stage meta-method proposed in [44] for effectively and accurately computing both largest and smallest singular values. Then we illustrate in detail the parallel implementation of PRIMME SVDS as well as various characteristics of our high-performance SVD software.
Method for Efficient and Accurate Computation.
The PHSVDS approach [44] relies on eigensolvers that work on the equivalent eigenvalue formulations C and B, switching from one to the other to obtain the best performance. The PHSVDS method starts on C because without preconditioning the convergence in terms of iterations is much faster than that on B, as commented in Section 2.1. Furthermore, the cost per iteration (computation of residual vectors, orthogonalization, etc.) on C is up to two times cheaper than on B (because of dimension n versus n + m). We refer to the computations on C as the first stage of the method. If further accuracy is required, the method switches to a second stage where the eigensolver is reconfigured to work on B, but with initial guesses from the first stage. We do not consider eigensolvers such as Lanczos that accept only one initial guess. Such methods would have to work for each needed singular triplet independently which is usually not as efficient as using all the good quality initial guesses from the first stage 6 in one search space.
The singular value solver is configured to stop when the residual norm of the required singular triplets is less than the requested tolerance A 2 δ user , or
Let (λ C i ,x C i ) be the eigenpair approximation from the eigensolver on C. Considering thatσ i will be set as Ax C i 2 ,ṽ i asx C i andũ i as Ax C iσ −1 i , the above is translated into a convergence criterion for the eigensolver on C as
The eigensolver returns when all requested triplets satisfy the convergence criterion. However the eigensolver may reach its maximum achievable accuracy before the residual norm reduces below the above convergence tolerance. Setting this limit properly is a critical point in the robustness and efficiency of the method. If the tolerance is set below this limit the eigensolver may stagnate. If the limit is overestimated, then the iterations of the second stage will increase, making the whole solver more expensive. Selecting this limit depends on the numerical properties of the eigensolver, so we discuss it in Section 3.2.
In the second stage, the vectors [ṽ i ;ũ i ] are set as initial guesses of the eigensolver, as follows from (2.4). The convergence criterion directly checks (3.1) withσ i set as
. Because this computation requires extra reduction operations, it is only checked after an eigenvalue residual condition is satisfied,
The above is derived by assuming that x B i (1 : n) 2 ≈ x B i (n + 1 : n + m) 2 . If the eigenvectorx B i corresponds to a singular triplet, then this assumption is satisfied near convergence. It is possible, however, that after (3.2) is satisfied to have x B i (1 : n) 2 ≪ x B i (n + 1 : n + m) 2 . This is the case whenx B i has large components in the (m − n)-dimensional null space of B, and therefore it does not correspond to a singular triplet. Checking our second level criterion (3.1) avoids this problem. We have observed this situation when computing the smallest singular values in problems with condition number larger than 10 8 .
If the smallest singular values are wanted, the eigensolver on B must compute interior eigenvalues. Then, it is important that we specify where the eigensolver should look for them. First, we want only the non-negative eigenvalues of B. Second, if m = n and the required singular values are very small, asking for the eigenvalues closest to zero will make the eigensolver to keep trying to converge on the unwanted null space. Therefore, we should only try to find eigenvalues on the right of some positive number. Third, because this number should be a lower bound to the singular value we seek, we can use the perturbation bounds of the approximations of the first stage. Specifically, we know that
. Because the augmented approach cannot distinguish eigenvalues smaller than A ǫ mach , we configure the eigensolver to find the smallest eigenvalue σ i that is greater
. This heuristic is also used in [21] . For interior eigenproblems, alternatives to the Rayleigh-Ritz extraction are recommended, such as the harmonic or the refined variants. As described in the next section, we employ a variant of the refined extraction. For each eigenvalue, the shift for the refined extraction is the corresponding singular value lower bound. In PRIMME, these lower bounds are also used as shifts in the Jacobi-Davidson correction equation. If the shifts are close enough to the exact eigenvalues, they accelerate the convergence of Jacobi-Davidson.
Algorithm 1 shows the specific functionality needed for the two stages of PHSVDS.
Algorithm 1 PHSVDS: a preconditioned hybrid two-stage method for SVD Input: matrix-vector products A x and A T x, preconditioner function, global summation reduction, number of singular triplets seeking k, tolerance δ user Output: Converged desired singular triplets
First-stage on C: 1: Set eigensolver matrix-vector as C = A T A or AA T 2: Set eigensolver convergence criterion as r i 2 ≤ max( |λ C i | C 2 δ user , ǫ mach C 2 ) 3: Run eigensolver seeking largest/smallest eigenvalues of C 4: Perform Rayleigh-Ritz on the returned vector basis 5:
if all triplets converged with tolerance A 2 δ user then 7:
Second-stage on B: 9: Set eigensolver initial guesses as √ 2[V ; U ] 10: if finding the largest singular values then 11: Set eigensolver extraction method as standard Rayleigh-Ritz
12:
Set eigensolver to find the largest eigenvalues 13: else 14: Set eigensolver extraction method as simplified refined projection 15: Set eigensolver to find the eigenvalues closest to but greater than 
Descriptions of changes in PRIMME.
To support PRIMME SVDS, we have implemented many enhancements to PRIMME, including a user defined convergence criterion, improved numerical quality of converged eigenvectors, improved robustness to achieve convergence near machine precision, a simplified refined projection method, a different locking scheme for interior eigenvalues, a new scheme for initializing the search space, and finally a new two-stage meta-method interface.
To achieve the required accuracy at the first stage, we have to adjust the convergence tolerance at every step based on the value of the current eigenvalue. This was not possible in the original PRIMME implementation in which δ user was set as a user input parameter. In the new version, we have added a function pointer into PRIMME main data structure to allow the user to provide their own convergence test function.
Our top level SVD interface provides line 2 of Algorithm 1 as the default convergence test function.
When PRIMME uses soft locking (i.e., no locking), before exiting it now performs an additional Rayleigh-Ritz on the converged Ritz vectors to adjust the angles of the desired Ritz vectors. The resulting Ritz vectors have improved quality that has proved helpful in the second stage [44] . This is mentioned in Line 4 of the algorithm.
As an iterative method based on matrix-vector multiplications by C, the maximum accuracy that the eigensolver can obtain should be close to C 2 ǫ mach . We observed that in slow converging cases PRIMME eigensolvers may stagnate when the residual norm is still 10 or 100 times above that limit. A brief analysis reveals that the major propagation of error occurs when restarting the search space V and the precomputed W = AV as V y and W y respectively. Despite V 2 = 1 = y 2 , the operation occurs a number of times equal to the number of restarts, and thus the expected accumulated error increases by a factor of √ restarts. This factor is more problematic for W where the accumulated error becomes √ restarts C 2 ǫ mach , thus preventing the residual to converge to full accuracy. This was also confirmed experimentally. Our solution was to reset both matrices, by fully reorthogonalizing V and computing W = AV directly, when r C i < √ restarts C 2 ǫ mach , where restarts is the number of restarts since last resetting. This change has returned the stagnation level to less than 10 C 2 ǫ mach facilitating a very accurate solution at the first stage.
To address the interior eigenproblem of the second stage, we have implemented a refined extraction procedure in PRIMME. The refined procedure computes an eigenvector approximationx i in the span of V that minimizes the norm of the residual (B − τ I)x i / x i . In general, τ should be as close as possible to the eigenvalue so most implementations set it as the Ritz or harmonic Ritz value from the current search space at every iteration [22, 21, 33] . The minimization requires the QR factorization of the tall skinny matrix BV − τ V , for a step cost of O((m + n)k 2 ) flops and O(k) global reductions per iteration, where k = dim(V ). In our case, theσ i from the first stage are very good eigenvalue approximations (if κ i < 10 8 in (2.1)) so there is little gain to updating the shift at every iteration. This leads to a simplified and much more efficient implementation of the refined procedure. With constant τ , the cost of updating the QR factorization at every iteration is O((m + n)k), the same as the cost of orthogonalization. Also, Q and R can be restarted without communications; if V is restarted as V Y , then we compute the QR factorization RY =QR and restart Q as QQ and R asR. The factorization of R involves a matrix of small dimension and can be replicated in every process.
In the second stage we force the PRIMME eigensolver to use locking. The earlier version of PRIMME locked converged eigenvectors only at restart, allowing them to improve for a few more steps in the basis. The new version of PRIMME changes this for interior problems only. When an eigenvector converges we force a restart and lock it out. This improves robustness with the Rayleigh-Ritz method since converged interior eigenvalues may become unconverged causing the method to misconverge. The refined extraction avoids this problem but it still benefits from the new change. When an eigenvector is locked, the QR factorization for the refined extraction is recomputed with the new target shift.
In PRIMME the search space is initialized as a block Krylov subspace starting from any available initial guesses or random vectors. We have extended the library's setup options to allow for finer user control on the initialization step. Among other options, the user can now deactivate the Krylov subspace. We have found this to be helpful because of the good quality initial guesses in the second stage.
3.3. High performance characteristics of PRIMME SVDS. Our library extension inherits the design philosophy of PRIMME with respect to performance. This is summarized below and its effects on performance in Table 3 .1.
• The user must provide as function pointers the matrix-vector product and, optionally, the preconditioner application. • PRIMME's implementation works for both parallel and sequential runs. It follows the SPMD parallelization model, so if the user has distributed the matrix by rows onto processes, each process in PRIMME will hold the corresponding local rows of the vectors. Small objects are replicated across processes. If the code is used in parallel, in addition to parallel implementations of the matrix-vector and preconditioning operators, the user must also provide an operator for the global sum reduction. • PRIMME relies on third-party BLAS and LAPACK libraries to achieve single and multi-threaded performance of operations with dense matrices and vectors within each SPMD process. • The required workspace is allocated internally or may be provided by the user as a block of memory. Some libraries, such as SLEPc and Anasazi, use an object oriented abstraction for matrices and vectors, thus externalizing the control over the actual memory and the operations on it. SLEPc is based on the structures of PETSc and Anasazi defines its own structures with templates. The goal is to facilitate optimizations on different memory hierarchies and heterogeneous architectures such as accelerators. However, this design may increase overhead and induce unnecessary memory copies to conform with the given abstraction. PRIMME handles the vectors directly as a block of memory, which may allow for fewer memory copies when the matrix-vector product and preconditioning operators receive and return the corresponding local part of the vectors, but also in other places in the code. Moreover, it displays better locality for cache performance as long as PRIMME orders its functionality appropriately. All numerical operations are then performed through calls to optimized BLAS and LAPACK which are compatible with this memory model. The disadvantage is that with vectors residing in main memory, calls to accelerator enhanced BLAS/LAPACK libraries have to transfer their arguments during every call. PRIMME tries to use the highest level BLAS when this is beneficial, e.g., the use of level 3 BLAS when the block size is greater than one. Following the SPMD model for parallel programming, only the largest data structures in PRIMME are distributed; specifically the eigenvectors to be returned, the vectors in the search space V , the auxiliary vectors W = AV , and, when refined extraction is used, the array Q that holds the orthogonal matrix of the QR factorization of W − τ V . The cost of small matrix operations (such as solving the small projected eigenvalue problem) is negligible and the operation is duplicated across all processes. Long vector updates are performed locally with no communication. Inner products involve a global sum reduction which is the only communication primitive required and is provided by the user. To reduce latency, PRIMME blocks as many reductions together as possible without compromising numerical stability.
Most, but not all, applications use PRIMME with the MPI framework that nowadays can be used effectively even on shared memory machines. This avoids the need to store the matrix or the preconditioner on each core. Similarly, pure shared memory parallelism or optimized sequential execution is obtained by simply linking to the appropriate libraries.
The user-provided matrix-vector and preconditioning operators must be able to perform operations with both the matrix and its transpose and implement the desired parallel distribution in each case. Note that the parallel behavior of the two stages might be very different for rectangular matrices where n ≪ m. The PRIMME SVDS interface also allows the user to pass functions for performing matrix vector and preconditioning operations with B and C directly. This is useful as there are many optimizations that a user can perform to optimize these operations (especially on B, see [38] ). This feature is not available in other software.
3.4.
Interfaces of PRIMME SVDS. PRIMME SVDS is part of PRIMME's distribution with a native C interface. We provide several driver programs with calling examples as part of the documentation, ranging from a simple sequential version with a basic matrix-vector multiplication, to a fully parallel and preconditioned version with such functionality provided by the PETSc library. In addition, we offer interfaces to Matlab, Python, and R that can be used easily by both ordinary and advanced users to integrate with domain specific codes or simply experiment in an interactive environment. These interfaces expose the full functionality of PRIMME SVDS which, depending on the supporting libraries, can include parallelism and preconditioning.
Next, we describe the most important functionality and features of PRIMME SVDS using the C interface. Other interfaces are wrappers that call the C interface. The problem parameters and the specific method configuration are set in a C structure called primme svds params. The most important parameters are the following.
• m and n: the number of rows and columns of the problem matrix.
• matrixMatvec(x, ldx, y, ldy, blockSize, transpose, primme svds): function pointer to the matrix-vector product with A. The result of the product is stored in y. If transpose is zero, the function should compute Ax, otherwise A * y. x and y are matrices with blockSize columns and leading dimensions ldx and ldy respectively. primme svds is included to provide access to all primme svds params parameters. • matrix: (optional) pointer to user data for matrixMatvec.
• numSVals: the number of desired singular triplets to find.
• target: select which singular values to find: the smallest, the largest or the closest to some value (not discussed in this paper). • eps: the desired accuracy for wanted singular triplets, see (3.1). To run in parallel SPMD mode, the matrix-vector operator must be parallel, every process should have the same values for eps, numProcs, and numSVals, and the following parameters much be set.
• numProcs: the number of MPI processes (must be greater than 1).
• procID: the rank of the local process (e.g., the MPI rank).
• mLocal and nLocal: the number of rows and columns local to this process.
In the parallel matrixMatvec, x and y address the corresponding local parts, with x having nLocal rows and y having mLocal rows. • globalSumDouble: function pointer to the global sum reduction. These parallel environment parameters are also required in other frameworks such as PETSc (see Sec 3.1 in PETSc user manual [6] ) and Tpetra (see class CsrMatrix [5] ). In shared memory environments, the user may choose to run a single process and link to a threaded BLAS library such as OpenBLAS [47] .
The following optional parameters may be used to accelerate convergence.
• applyPreconditioner(x, ldx, y, ldy, blockSize, mode, primme svds): function pointer to the preconditioning; the function applies the preconditioner to x and stores it into y. mode indicates which operator is the preconditioner for: A * A (primme svds op AtA), AA * (primme svds op AAt) or [0 A * ; A 0] (primme svds op augmented). • preconditioner: pointer to user data for applyPreconditioner.
• maxBasisSize: the maximum number of columns in the search space basis.
• maxBlockSize: the maximum number of approximate eigenpairs to be corrected at every iteration. Larger block size may be helpful for multiple or highly clustered singular values and usually improves cache and communication performance. • primme: PRIMME parameter structure for first stage.
• primmeStage2: PRIMME parameter structure for second stage. The default maximum basis dimension (maxBasisSize) for the eigensolvers is 15 and the dimension after restarting (minRestartSize) is 6 if finding less than 10 largest singular values. Otherwise restarting parameters are set to 35 and 14 respectively. The default block size is 1.
All primme svds params parameters can be modified by the user. Furthermore the user can tune individual eigensolver parameters in primme and primmeStage2 for each stage respectively. Currently, the default method for the first stage is the DYNAMIC method of PRIMME which switches dynamically between GD+k and JDQMR attempting to minimize time. The second stage defaults to the JDQMR method. Users can change the default eigensolver methods by calling, p r i m m e _ s v d s _ s e t _ m e t h o d ( svds_method , method_stage1 , method_stage2 , primme_sv ds ); method stage1 and method stage2 can be any PRIMME preset method. With this function the user can also change the PHSVDS to a different SVD method, for example to perform only a single stage with the normal equations (primme svds normalequations) or the augmented approach (primme svds augmented). Future versions may include other methods such as LBD and JDSVD. Other advanced features include the following.
• initSize: the number of singular vectors provided as initial guesses.
• targetShifts: contains the values closest to which we should find singular values. Only accessed if target has been set to find interior singular values. • numTargetShifts: the number of values in targetShifts.
• numOrthoConst: number of singular vectors provided as external orthogonalization constraints (see explanation below). • printLevel: specifies level for printing out information (0-5).
• outputFile: the output file descriptor.
• stats: the performance report of this run. After specifying the required and optional fields in the structure, we can call the main function: The argument svals and rnorms are arrays at least of size numSvals to store the computed singular values and the residual norms, computed as in (3.1). Both arrays are filled by all processes. The argument svecs is a dense matrix at least of dimension (mLocal+nLocal)×(numSVals+numOrthoConst). On input the first numOrthoConst columns of size mLocal are the left constrain vectors, followed by the next initSize initial left singular vector guesses. The following vectors are of size nLocal with the same configuration corresponding to the constraints and the right singular vectors. On output, the numOrthoConst left and right constrain vectors remain unchanged in their svecs position. They are followed respectively by the initSize left and right converged singular vectors. initSize has been updated with the number of converged singular triplets. Figure 3 .1 illustrates the main parts of a simple example in C that computes the four smallest singular values of a rectangular matrix.
Finally, we briefly discuss the MATLAB interface which is a MEX wrapper of Like svds, users only need to provide the matrix A while PRIMME SVDS sets a list of expert defaults underneath. Users can tackle more advanced tasks incrementally by specifying more parameters. For example, they can pass their own matrix-vector and preconditioning operations, or they can simply take advantage of MATLAB's built-in matrix times block-of-vectors operators and preconditioners. Interfaces to the other scripting languages are developed similarly.
Numerical Experiments.
We report numerical results in order to demonstrate the diverse functionalities of PRIMME SVDS and to assess its performance relative to other software over a wide range of problems. We seek a few smallest and a few largest singular triplets of matrices of large size (10 6 -10 7 ), with and without preconditioning, and on both distributed and shared memory parallel computers. We are not aware of other published results for computing smallest singular triplets of such large size and challenging spectrum. The matrices come from various applications, including least-squares problems, DNA electrophoresis, linear programming, and graph clustering, and many of the matrices are rectangular. The condition number of the non-singular matrices is bounded by 10 4 . Therefore, for seeking smallest singular values, a tolerance of 10 −6 can be achieved by the first stage and a tolerance of 10 −12 requires also the second stage. Basic information on the matrices is listed in Table 4 .1. The first stage of PHSVDS in PRIMME can use GD+k or JDQMR, but the second is set to JDQMR. Therefore we include comparisons with both variants. In practice, the first stage in PRIMME can use the DYNAMIC method which, with minimal overhead, identifies the best of the two variants.
Our computations are carried out on the NERSC's Cray Edison supercomputer and on the SciClone cluster at the College of William and Mary. On Edison, each compute node has two Intel "Ivy Bridge" processors at 2.4 GHz for a total of 12 cores and 64 GB of memory, interconnected with high-speed Cray Aries in Dragonfly topology. On SciClone, we use 36 Dell PowerEdge R415 servers with AMD Opteron processors at 3.1 GHz for a total of 12 cores and 32 GB of memory running the Red Hat Enterprise Linux operating system, interconnected by an FDR InfiniBand communication network. The machine precision is 2.2 × 10 −16 in all environments.
4.1.
Comparison with SLEPc LBD on a distributed memory system. We compare the two PHSVDS variants against thick-restart LBD in SLEPc using 48 MPI processes on 4 nodes (i.e., 48 cores) of SciClone. We compute the 5 largest and the 5 smallest singular values with tolerances 10 −6 and 10 −12 in (3.1). For the largest singular values, all solvers use a maximum basis size of 15. This is the default for PRIMME SVDS, but for SLEPc LBD the default 10 obtained worse performance in general so it was not used. For the smallest singular values and when tolerance 10 −12 is needed, PRIMME SVDS uses the default basis size of 35 during the second stage. For the smallest singular values, LBD was run with a basis size of 35 for all tolerances because the basis size of 15 was far slower. All solvers start with a random initial vector. The results are summarized in Table 4 .2 and also displayed as time ratios between the methods in Figure 4 .1.
Computing the five largest singular values is a relatively easy problem, as expected from Table 4 .1, and all packages perform similarly well (within less than a factor of two of each other). It is harder problems that tend to magnify the difference between methods. For example, PRIMME SVDS has a clear advantage when looking for the largest singular values of cont1 l (10 and 6 times faster than LBD for large and low tolerance, respectively). These differences are far more apparent when looking for the poorly separated smallest singular values. There, the PRIMME SVDS variants significantly outperform the LBD as shown both in the table and as time ratios of more than 10 in Figure 4 .1.
We also note the increased robustness of PRIMME SVDS over LBD. The cont1 l matrix has a null space much larger than the 5 smallest singular values we ask for. Thus, we expect all methods to have problems, especially with a block size of one. Yet, both PRIMME SVDS variants identify two of the zero null vectors for both tolerances. In contrast, LBD fails to identify the presence of a null space with tolerance 10 −6 and only finds only one such vector with 10 −12 . The atmosmodl matrix has extremely small gap ratios in the lower part of its singular spectrum and a double (multiple) singular value. When using 10 −6 tolerance, PRIMME SVDS finds only one of the two multiple singular values, but LBD misses in addition two other singular values. For tolerance 10 −12 , LBD still misses the required multiplicity while PRIMME SVDS variants have no problem identifying it.
Preconditioning is not often considered for SVD problems because of the difficulty of preconditioning the matrices C or B. Besides cases where users can exploit a special structure of their problem, sometimes generic preconditioners can be used effectively. We demonstrate this on the above difficult matrices using some black box preconditioners without taking into account the structure of the matrices. The matrices cage15 and atmosmodl are preconditioned with M −1 M −T , where M is built with HYPRE BoomerAMG [17] . For the rest, the preconditioner is based on block Jacobi on A T A with block size limited to 600. The preconditioners are not specifically tuned (we use HYPRE BoomerAMG with the default setup in PETSc and we have not exhaustively tested the impact of the block size in the Jacobi preconditioner). Nevertheless, we obtain substantial speedups over the best time without preconditioning (in one case by a factor of 50), as shown in Table 4 .2 and better depicted in Figure 4 .1. PRIMME SVDS provides full flexibility so that users can provide preconditioning for A and A T or directly for C and B. Table 4 .2: Seeking 5 largest and smallest singular triplets, with user tolerance 10 −6 and 10 −12 . For 10 −12 we also test preconditioning. We report number of matrix-vector operations (two per iteration) and runtime for PHSVDS(GD+k) and PHSVDS(JDQMR) in PRIMME SVDS, and LBD in SLEPc. Bold face shows the minimum metric across methods. Preconditioning is always faster so its numbers appear in italics. For atmosmodl, ' * ' means that the method missed one multiple singular value, and ' * * ' means that the method missed in addition non-multiple ones. 4.2. Comparison with PROPACK on a shared memory system. We compare the performance of PRIMME SVDS with PROPACK on a shared memory system. Both solvers are provided with the multithreaded sparse matrix-vector operation in librsb [32] and linked with a threaded version of BLAS, the AMD Core Math Library (ACML). We use a single node of SciClone with a total of 12 threads. Table 4 .3 shows the results in terms of matrix-vector products and time. For PRIMME SVDS the results are qualitatively similar to the previous numerical experiments, demonstrating a clear advantage in robustness and performance. PROPACK, even with fine-tuned settings, has trouble converging to the largest singular values of the most difficult case and to the smallest singular values of almost all cases. And when it converges it is significantly slower than PRIMME SVDS. It is also slower than the mathematically equivalent LBD method in SLEPc, probably because of the use of partial instead of full reorthogonalization.
Strong and Weak Scalability.
We investigate the parallel performance of various methods in PRIMME SVDS and in SLEPc on a distributed memory system. All methods use the parallel sparse matrix-vector operation in PETSc.
In the first comparison, we report speedups in time of various methods over SLEPc's LBD method as we vary the number of processes from one to 100. The other methods are the GD+k method in the first stage of PRIMME SVDS, and GD+k, Jacobi-Davidson (JD), and Krylov-Schur (KS) as implemented in SLEPc, all operating on C. The runs were made on SciClone and the results are shown in Figure 4 .2. While PHSVDS clearly outperforms the rest of the solvers in terms of time, what is more relevant is that the ratio for PHSVDS keeps almost constant with the number of processes. This is an indicator that PRIMME SVDS has similar parallel scalability with LBD, and better scalability than other SLEPc solvers (including the similar GD+k). Notice that the matrix of the left plot, delaunay n24, is extremely sparse with only 3 elements per row, so this scalability study reflects better the parallel efficiency of the solver and much less of the PETSc matvec. To further study the parallel scalability of the code, we again use the delaunay n24 sparse matrix and also the two somewhat denser matrices, cage15 and relat9. The relat9 is rectangular with a small dimension of about half a million which is used as a stress test for strong scalability. We also test the weak parallel scalability of the code using a series of 3D Laplacian matrices, making one of its dimensions proportional to the number of processes; each process maintains 8,000 rows when the number of the MPI processes increases from 64 to 1000. The plots in Figures 4.3 show the scalability performance of PRIMME SVDS on Edison when seeking 10 extreme singular triplets with and without preconditioning. In Figure 4 .3a, PRIMME SVDS can achieve near-ideal speedup until 256 processes on relat9, despite the small size. With 512 processes, the speedup starts to level off as each process has only about 1,000 rows of a very sparse matrix. In Figure 4 .3b, we use the HYPRE BoomerAMG multigrid preconditioner so the parallel efficiency is dominated by this library function. Still, the speedup is good up to 512 processes implying that good preconditioners should be used when available. Figure  4 .3c illustrates the same good scalability performance when seeking largest singular triplets without preconditioning. In Figure 4 .3d the code demonstrates good performance under weak scaling of the 3D Laplacian on a cubic grid, where each dimension is p 1 3 × 20 and the number of processes p takes the values of all perfect cubes from 64 to 1000.
Approximating the condition number.
A particular strength of our software is in seeking one extreme singular value. This has many important applications such as in computing pseudospectra, the matrix norm, or the more difficult problem of approximating the condition number. A challenge arises, however, when these quantities are needed only in very low accuracy. Any Davidson or Krylov type method may miss the extreme eigenpair (i.e., misconverge to an interior one) if low Table 4 .4: Total matrix-vector products and runtime for PRIMME SVDS and CondEst function in libskylark seeking the largest and the smallest singular triplet to estimate the condition number. PRIMME SVDS stops at relative tolerance 0.1. With preconditioning it uses GD+k for the first stage, and without it uses JDQMRETol. accuracy is needed and the spectrum is clustered close to the target eigenvalue. A common approach is to use a large enough block size, but there is a performance penalty especially if the rest of the eigenvalues in the block are not needed. For the matrices we test, a block size of one and stopping the eigensolver when the residual norm is ten times smaller than the approximate eigenvalue suffices to obtain the smallest singular value with a relative error of 10%.
To the best of our knowledge, the most recent high-performance software for approximating the condition number is based on solving a linear least-squares problem with a known solution using LSQR [1] . Its implementation in libskylark 3 first approximates the largest singular value with 300 iterations of power method on C. For the smallest, the authors proposed several stopping criteria but for all cases we test their method stopped when the relative forward error of the solution vector x −x / x is less than √ 2 erf −1 (10 −3 ). The authors refer to this as small-error stopping criterion, which they claim may fail with a small probability. It is unclear what the corresponding probability of failure of our criterion is. Table 4 .4 lists the aggregate matrix-vector products and time for computing one largest and one smallest singular value on a single SciClone node (12 cores) by PRIMME SVDS using the librsb matrix-vector product and libskylark using the Elemental shared memory sparse matrix-vector product. In general, LSQR requires fewer matrix-vector products than PRIMME SVDS without preconditioning, and achieves a smaller relative error of the condition number by at least a factor of ten. This is because of the underlying unrestarted LBD method. However, PRIMME SVDS is much faster in time for a variety of reasons. First, the matrix-vector product of librsb was on average two times faster than the Elemental one. Second, and more importantly, for tall skinny rectangular matrices PRIMME SVDS works on C which is of much smaller dimension than the full size problem in LSQR. Finally, libskylark uses 300 power iterations to find the largest singular value which is often unnecessary. In addition, our software is far more flexible as it can compute the condition number with any required accuracy, not only at the tested 10%, and it can use preconditioning. Table 4 .4 shows the enormous reduction in time resulting from using the preconditioners of the previous sections.
Conclusion and Future
Work. PRIMME SVDS is a high-performance software for the computation of a small number of singular triplets of large-scale matrices. Currently it includes an implementation of the state-of-the-art PHSVDS method, which expertly combines the solution of two equivalent eigenvalue formulations to obtain both performance and accuracy. Previously, the strategy has been compared favorably with other state-of-the-art methods, and in this paper we showed that the PRIMME SVDS implementation improves over the best current SVD packages of SLEPc and PROPACK.
We have discussed the critical aspects of the implementation of the solver that affect robustness and performance, such as the extraction method and the heuristic to switch between the normal equations and the augmented approach. Furthermore we have described the interface, highlighting the considerations for parallel execution, and illustrated the usage of the software with a few examples. Finally, we include numerical experiments with problems with large condition numbers and packed spectrum that complement previously published experiments to show the clear advantages of PRIMME SVDS.
The software is released as part of PRIMME version 2.0 which is freely available at https://github.com/primme/primme. Future extensions include a JDSVD method which can also be tuned for use in the second stage of PHSVDS.
